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LITERARY EYE GCSE English
English
LITERARY EYE GCSE

The LITERARY EYE GCSE English series comprises text-based
magazines plus student guides to poetry and to reading and writing
non-fiction (see facing page). Created to develop your students’
enthusiasm for English and boost their grades, these magazines are
targeted at 9–4 grade students and are ideal for use in the classroom,
for homework and as the basis for an effective revision programme.

Each of the text-based titles combines insightful analysis and engaging
activities in a way that will challenge and inspire your students and
develop their skills as critical readers. Written by experienced teachers
and examiners, each 24-page magazine is divided into six sections
that provide a thorough introduction to the text:
• Context – a summary of the social, historical and literary context;
• Chapter notes – chapter-by-chapter, or act-by-act, analysis of the
text;

apologises for
Tommy and Kathy
apart and urges them
to make the deferral

• Characters – evaluations of the major characters;

PART THREE
CHAPTERS 18–19

happen, her motives
are ambiguous: is she
trying to put things
right out of kindness,

• Themes – discussion of the text’s key themes, ideas and issues;

or acting out of
malice?

• Structure – looking at important structural features and devices;

F
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Caring for Tommy

Friendship

Priced at just £1.00 each, titles are sold in Student Sets of five
copies (£5.00 per set).

AQA Poetry Anthology
Two titles covering the new AQA Poetry Anthology clusters – Love
and Relationships and Power and Conflict – are also available. Each
poem in a cluster is examined in terms of Mood, Voice, Structure,
Themes, Language and Sound. The shared themes and stylistic
techniques are explored and similarities and differences highlighted.
Advice on writing comparisons is also provided.

How poetry works
• What is poetry?
• Mood, voice and persona
• Structure and narrative
• How language reflects themes
• Layers of meaning
• Unpacking imagery
• Rhythm, rhyme and sound effects

Responding to poetry
• How to write about a poem
• How to compare poems
• Example: a single poem
• Example: comparing poems
(approach 1)
• Example: comparing poems
(approach 2)

Activity 1

E
NARRATIVE TECHNIQU
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(a) This journey to see
journey to Norfolk in
Norfolk echoes their earlier
two lists, identifying the
Chapters 12–15. Make
nces’ between the
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and
‘Similarities’

Kathy and Tommy finally
discover the truth – there
are no deferrals.
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two visits.

Reading & Writing Non-Fiction –
The Student Toolkit (revised edition)
The essential student guide to understanding and writing non-fiction texts

Never Let Me Go

Themes
The enduring friendship
between Miss Emily
and Madame Marie-Claud
e is shaped by their
commitment to Hailsh
am. Unlike Kathy, as
privileged normals they
can share a long life
together. Marie-Claude
looks after Miss Emily,
who is in a wheelchair
but expects to recover
from her illness (perha
ps aided by a donation?)
(p. 251). They appear
to be loyal, caring,
supportive and faithfu
l, qualities mirrored in
Kathy’s key friendships
too.
Kathy’s friendship with
Ruth and Tommy
lasts their whole lives
and began at Hailsham
when Ruth and Kathy
’s friendship was
unequal and unhealthy.
Ruth was dominant,
leading their childhood
games, ostracising

Using a series of carefully constructed exercises, this essential 16-page guide teaches
students the analytical skills they need to tackle both seen and unseen poems at
GCSE. Drawing on contemporary and Literary Heritage poems in both the AQA and
WJEC anthologies and widely available on the Internet, Poetry – The Student Toolkit
explains how poetry works, provides students with a reliable method for responding
to unseen poems and writing comparisons, and illustrates this process with worked
examples. Ideal both for classroom use and revision, this is an invaluable guide to
an area of the curriculum that so many students find problematic. A 32-page set of
Teacher Notes is also available.

could hardly
imagine. (p. 255)
Miss Emily tells Kathy
and Tommy how lucky

LITERARY EYE GCSE
English

A range of activities throughout each magazine encourages students
to respond critically and imaginatively to a text and explore its ideas,
characterisation and settings as well as the author’s language and
techniques.

An invaluable skills-based student guide to reading poetry critically

There are students
being reared in
deplorable conditions,
conditions you
Hailsham students
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• Exam practice – possible exam questions and how to approach them.

Kathy if she challen
ged Ruth’s version of
reality – for example,
over the rules of chess
(p. 53). Kathy learned
early on to placate Ruth
by confirming Ruth’s
beliefs, even pretending
that Miss Geraldine did
favour her. In some
ways Ruth behaves like
an enemy: sapping
Kathy’s confidence – for
example, telling Kathy
that her sexual urges
are unnatural (p. 126)
–
and keeping Kathy and
Tommy apart even
though she knows they
love each other. After
her first donation, Ruth
is weaker, and Kathy
can stand up to her. Ruth
brings Tommy and
Kathy together, confes
ses how she mistreated
them and gives them Madam
e’s address so that
they can try for a deferra
l. In contrast, Kathy is
loyal to Ruth throughout
and naively trusting
of her. She fails to resist
Ruth’s manipulation,
even when she tells Tomm
y that Kathy thinks

his art is ‘a complete hoot’,
seriously damaging
their friendship (p. 192).
Tommy and Kathy’s friends
hip is healthier.
They loyally help each
other, keep each other’s
secrets, and selflessly
protect one another.
For example, Kathy tells
Tommy to stay in a
couple with Ruth, and
Tommy stops Kathy
being his carer before
his fourth donation.
Their early friendship
is undermined by other
people’s influences; thus,
peer pressure stops
Kathy from telling Tomm
y that his fear that
his arm will unzip is
groundless (p. 86), and
Ruth is determined to
stay in a couple with
Tommy. By the end of
the novel, Tommy and
Kathy recognise that their
love is not enough
to overcome the system
they are in and ‘they
have to let go, drift apart’
(p. 277). However,
the memories of both
her friendships sustain
Kathy, and she does not
let them go.
Activity 1

L

FOCUS ON THEMES

Make a mind map showin
g how each of the
main characters – Kathy,
Tommy, Ruth, Miss
Emily and Madame –
contributes to the theme
of
friendship. Include details
and quotations from
the text to support your
ideas.

Indoctrination
and duty

Teacher Notes

If you place a single order for five or more Student Sets of one title
(i.e. 25 or more copies), you will automatically be emailed the Teacher
Notes absolutely FREE.
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A new way to explore set texts – just £1.00

A 50-page set of invaluable Teacher Notes (priced £30, plus £6.00
VAT) is available to support each title. The Teacher Notes provide
responses, where appropriate, to the activities in the magazines,
a range of Starter and Extension Activities, and photocopiable Activity
Sheets examining, for example, key characters and events or passages
of text. The Teacher Notes are published in PDF format and will be
emailed to you.

Poetry – The Student Toolkit (second edition)

Never Let Me Go

A ‘cosy little moment’
in
the café.
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The clones are prepared
for their lives as donors
from such an early age
at Hailsham that Kathy
feels she ‘always knew
about donations in some
vague way’ (p. 81). They
are taught that they
have a duty to keep themse
lves fit and healthy.
For example, they must
never smoke (p. 68) and
must care for their fellow
clones until they too
become donors. The clones
never rebel against
their fate; rather, they
accept their lives with
mostly passive resignation.
They may be fearful
and agitated if not well
cared for when they
donate, but Tommy is the
only one we see actually raging at his fate (p.
269). Their acceptance
appears to be achieved
through indoctrination.
The clones are isolated
from society, and facts
and beliefs are communicat
ed carefully so that
they are ‘told and not
told’ information (p. 79)

by their kindly guardi
ans, creating the feeling 28
Key point
that they have always
known their fate (p. 81).
The clones never
At Hailsham, unlike
other centres, clones
try to rebel, protest
are well cared for and
protected from how
or escape, even
‘normal’ society views
them. At the end, when
though they cannot
Miss Emily admits this
to Kathy and Tommy,
be distinguished from
she justifies having ‘lied
to... and fooled’ them
‘normal’ humans – and
because it ‘sheltered’ them
and gave them their
could therefore merge
‘childhoods’ (p. 263).
She rejects the alterna
into mainstream
tive Miss Lucy wanted
– to give more explicit
society
. This shows
information to the clones
from an early age –
how successful their
because it would have depriv
ed them of all they
indoctrination has
could gain from Hailsh
am.
been.
The Hailsham indoct
rination appears to
be effective: Kathy takes
her duties as a carer
seriously, excelling at
it. Ruth says becoming
a donor ‘felt right… After
all, it’s what we’re
supposed to be doing,
isn’t it?’ (p. 223). The
influence of their childh
ood at Hailsham
enables Kathy, Ruth and
Tommy to cope with
their lives better than other
clones who long to
have shared their upbrin
ging, even pretending
they had (p. 5). This leads
Kathy to agree with
Miss Emily’s view that
she and her friends were
‘lucky’ (p. 6).

Activity 2

FOCUS ON THEMES

(a) Make a list of ways
in which the Hailsham
clones are indoctrinated
by their guardians.
(b) To what extent was
Miss Emily’s choice to
deceive the clones justifie
d?

Creativity is used to prove
that clones have souls
and are therefore fully human
and deserve better
treatment in society, but
the normals choose to
ignore this evidence. Hailsh
am encourages its
clones to be creative by
paying students tokens
for their work, holdin
g Exchanges where students can buy and sell
their art, and collecting
their best pieces for Madam
e to take to the
mythical Gallery. Creati
vity offers hope to the
clones. Producing succes
sful creative pieces is a
source of status and gainin
g wealth (tokens) at
Hailsham. Tommy is bullied
because he fails to
produce art. At the Cottag
es, Kathy and Ruth
hear the rumour that
if a couple’s art shows
17

All titles are sold in sets of 5 copies,
at £5.00 per set. P&P to mainland
UK addresses is £4.95. For delivery
charges to non-mainland and overseas
addresses, contact our Sales Department
(01634 729825).

The Teacher Notes are published in PDF
format, priced £30.00 (+ £6.00 VAT), and
will be emailed to you. Order 5 or more
sets of one title, and they will be provided
FREE. Orders can also be placed online at
www.crossacademe.co.uk.

Reading skills
• Locate and select: types of reading
• Understand, explain and infer
• Analyse word choices and language
techniques
• Identify genre, audience and purpose
• Register and tone
• Collate and compare
Reading different types of text
• Writing that explores, argues
or persuades
• Writing that entertains
• Descriptive writing
• Narrative non-fiction
• Writing that reviews

Creativity

How to order

Through a series of structured activities based on a range of extracts, this 24-page
magazine helps students to understand how texts are written and presented to
target audiences and how to evaluate their effectiveness. It also gives them invaluable
guidance on how to organise ideas and information and how to write clearly and
effectively for a specific genre, audience and purpose. A 46-page set of Teacher
Notes is also available.
• Writing that informs, explains
and advises
• Sample comparison task
Writing skills
• Understand the writing task
• Plan and organise
• Use language devices
• Write effective sentences
Writing for different purposes
• Write to inform, explain or describe
• Write to argue or persuade
• Genre and audience
• Checking your work
• Sample response

JustTeach GCSE ENGLISH Resource Files
Reading & Writing Non-Fiction (121 pages – £60 + VAT)
Speaking & Listening (64 pages – £40 + VAT)
These comprehensive sets of lesson notes will enrich your teaching and save you hours
of preparation time. The Files include photocopiable worksheets and are published in
PDF format. For full information, visit our website: www.crossacademe.co.uk.

